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Overview 

This post-conference session is an invitation to explore a rarely addressed aspect of leadership—art and 

artistry as Leader. At the epicenter of this session is the question: What manner of leader could guide an 

entire people group in navigating uncharted territory as they moved from freedom to forcible 

dislocation to enslavement and back to freedom? The Negro Spirituals.  

How can this be?  

We don’t often privilege art or artistry as Leader, but that’s exactly what the Negro Spirituals were and 

continue to be (Barnwell & Moore, 2000; Burgess, 2014-2016; Jones & Jones, 2000). Since before slavery 

through reconstruction, the Great Migration, the Civil Rights Movement, and in the political protests of 

today, the literary and artistic forms of spirituals—their music and poetry—have tied villages and 

communities together socially and artistically. But more than entertainment or even songs of protest, 

the Negro Spirituals have had a life of their own, serving as Leader behind which slaves, migrants, 

freedom marchers, and protesters have united, literally at the forefront of their struggles. And before 

these meditations and songs had a life in the Americas, they provided necessary oxygen into the very 

heart of the African peoples. Indeed, these meditations and songs were life. 

This interactive session will delve into the Negro Spirituals as Leader and explore leadership lessons 

embedded and encoded in these beautiful lyrics. We will also uncover the sometimes hidden meanings 

of specific songs, including how this art helped people cope as they were forcibly dislocated from their 

own culture to another culture 10,000 miles away, and how they helped them survive from day to day. 

Increasingly, leadership practitioners, leadership developers, and leadership educators recognize that 

traditional means of thinking about leadership and developing one’s capacity to lead effectively do not 

meet today’s societal and organizational challenges. They fall short of embracing complexity, 

adaptability, creativity, and improvisation, and fostering the connective tissue that brings people 

together to forge a desirable future (Adler, 2006; Carroll, Levy & Richmond, 2008; Ghoshal, 2005; Grey & 

Mitev, 2007; Kellerman, 2013; Kets de Vries & Korotov, 2007). Indeed, leaders and managers who 

embrace leading with artistry as a choice help us encounter today’s challenges with new approaches, 

forms, and images that unleash individual and collective capacities (Bolman & Deal, 2013; Burgess, 2006, 

2008, 2015). 



The session’s facilitators will transcend boundaries among disciplines and cultures to develop 

extraordinary new ideas about the phenomenon of Art and Artistry as Leader. During this session, 

participants will generate intersectional ideas that spark new directions. Intersectional ideas, unlike 

directional ideas, are complex, messy and require risk-taking. They are surprising and fascinating, and 

can open up new understandings about old concepts. The creators of intersectional ideas become 

leaders in their quest to understand the elusiveness of authentic leadership. These ideas increase the 

chances for unusual metaphors to emerge (Gelb, 2000; Johansson, 2006).  

In this session, new understandings about intercultural approaches to leadership will emerge through 

the intersection of the arts and leadership. These approaches inform the practice of authentic 

leadership. It is time to move toward new approaches and frames (Adler, 2006; Bolman & Deal, 2013; 

Capra, 1996). It is time for leaders to wear their soul on the outside (Burgess, 2008, 2016). 

This session is designed for those who want to refresh, enhance, and equip themselves as catalysts for 

transformation—practitioners, scholars, policy-makers, educators, consultants, and administrators 

affiliated with leadership development, leadership education, youth engagement, organizational 

systems, peacemaking, culture spanning, and capacity building. 

During this highly engaging session, participants will explore and experience first-hand the connections 

between the Negro Spirituals and authentic leadership, between the arts and leadership. Joining with 

the facilitators to create the Spirituals in real time, they will enhance their capacity to lead with 

authenticity by: 

 Contributing to the creation of art and artistry as an act of leadership 

 Uncovering a larger vision of leadership that spans boundaries and ventures into new territories 

 Harnessing the arts to develop their creative energy 

 Experiencing intercultural approaches to leading 

 Joining a safe, inclusive, and welcoming environment in which they can both lead and follow 

 Nurturing a fresh framework for sense-making that empowers leaders to embrace progress, 

savor peace, and move toward prosperity 

 

Flow of the session:  

1:00 – 1:15: Experiencing the Negro Spiritual. (Co-creating a safe, inclusive, and welcoming environment 

for participation and experiencing the Negro Spirituals.) 

1:15 – 1:45: Filling the Gaps: An Historical Perspective. (Origin of Negro Spirituals; history’s transforming 

forces; relevance to authentic leadership.) 

1:45 – 2:30: Experiencing Negro Spirituals. (Creating group Spirituals, sparking new insights; deepening 

the significance of the Negro Spiritual as Leader.) 

2:30 – 2:45: Break 



2:45 – 3:15: Exploring the Hidden Meanings within the Negro Spirituals. (Understanding code language 

within Spirituals; relevance to authentic leadership.) 

3:15 – 3:25: Reflection. (Deepening the learning.) 

3:25 – 3:50: Experiencing the Negro Spiritual as Leader. (Culminating group Spirituals; opportunities for 

participants to lead.) 

3:50 – 4:00: Sharing Take-aways and Leadership Insights. (Deepening the learning.) 
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